Novade announces integration with Autodesk Construction Cloud
to connect office and field teams
Breaking down construction data silos with the click of a button

SINGAPORE, 25 August 2021 – Novade, Asia’s leading field management software
developer, today announced an integration with Autodesk Construction Cloud™, a portfolio
of software and services that combines advanced technology, a builders network, and
predictive insights for construction teams. The integration breaks down data silos between
office and field teams on construction projects, seamlessly connecting information across
Novade and BIM 360, a construction management software in Autodesk Construction Cloud.
Making the announcement today, Denis Branthonne, CEO of Novade said, “This exciting
integration between Novade and Autodesk Construction Cloud is the start of our journey to
deepen relationships with technology partners built towards truly connected construction.”
“Tech companies have to move with the times – our customers want their data to move
seamlessly between their favourite systems and applications. The more we can help the
construction industry remove data friction, the faster the industry will achieve digital
transformation,” he said.

Novade digitises construction processes in the field such as safety inspections, permits to
work, quality inspections or progress reports. Autodesk BIM 360® is widely adopted by

construction teams across the globe looking to collaborate throughout all project stages –
from design and construction through operations and maintenance. Both tools are trusted by
many of the world’s largest contractors, property developers and facility operators –
particularly across Europe and Asia.
By connecting the Autodesk and Novade platforms, users can now share their safety and
quality data from the field in Novade with other construction stakeholders in BIM 360.
Novade users can also incorporate the latest drawings from BIM 360 within their field-based
workflows and minimise rework headaches resulting from field teams using the wrong
drawing.
“Construction projects move quickly, so office and field teams need to remain in sync to
ensure everyone is working from the latest information,” said James Cook, head of
integrations at Autodesk Construction Solutions. “By enabling customers to connect their
project data and documents between BIM 360’s construction management workflows and
Novade’s field workflows, office and field teams can streamline collaboration to minimise
miscommunications and rework.”
Tiong Seng, one of Singapore’s largest building and civil contractors, is one of the early
adopters of this new integration. Colin Tan, Deputy Managing Director of Tiong Seng
Contractors Pte Ltd said, “Being able to share information between our existing data
platforms is essential for us to reduce bottlenecks in our industry. Our teams now have full
project and progress visibility whether they are on or offsite with access to real-time quality
and safety data.”

To make it easy for construction companies to streamline the enormous amounts of data
they collect and manage, tech companies are looking at ways to synchronise, share and
unlock their data.

To address this, Novade recently launched a set of software integrations with Novade
Connect, providing plug and play connectors with some of the world’s most trusted names in
the industry.

For more information on the integration: www.novade.net/novade-connect
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About Novade
Novade is the leading construction management software for the building and infrastructure
industry. Site processes including quality, safety, progress monitoring, workforce
management and maintenance are digitised and automated using mobile devices. The data
captured provides insights to streamline operations and drive results. Leading contractors,
real estate developers, owners, and operators around the world trust Novade to drive their
digital transformation. Founded in 2014, Novade is headquartered in Singapore and
operates globally with offices in Paris, London, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Tokyo, Sydney, New
Delhi, Bangkok, Beijing, and Beirut.

About Autodesk
Autodesk makes software for people who make things. If you’ve ever driven a highperformance car, admired a towering skyscraper, used a smartphone, or watched a great
film, chances are you’ve experienced what millions of Autodesk customers are doing with
our software. Autodesk gives you the power to make anything. For more information visit
autodesk.com or follow @autodesk.
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